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Like many compound semiconductors, ZnO suffers from the doping asymmetry problem, where it is intrinsically n-type and 
extremely difficult to dope p-type. p-type ZnO would enable a variety of p-n homojunction based optoelectronic devices.  

A variety of acceptor doping and co-doping schemes based on Group V elements have been investigated, but reproducible and 
stable p-type ZnO remains elusive.  We have synthesized Sb-doped ZnO NWs using a solution synthesis technique. A single 
NW field effect transistor shows the ZnO NWs have p-type conduction that is stable over 18 months at room temperature. 
Aberration-corrected Z-contrast scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) imaging and density functional theory 
(DFT) calculations reveals that all of the Sb in the NWs is incorporated into Sb-decorated head-to-head (H-H) basal-plane 
inversion domain boundaries (b-IDBs) just under the (0001) NW growth surfaces and the (0001) bottom facets of interior voids. 
The predominant H-H nature of the b-IDBs are stabilized by the presence of associated internal voids that maintain the Zn-
polarity of the NW. The Sb H-H b-IDBs stabilize an extra plane of O in the structure, effectively co-doping the nanowires with Sb 
and O. DFT calculations show the extra plane of O in H-H IDBs act as electron acceptors, making the ZnO NWs p-type. This new 
mechanism for p-type conduction in ZnO provides potential for ZnO NW based p-n homojunction devices.
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